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The Peace of Wild Things
When despair for the world Srows in me and I wake in the night at the least sound

infear of what my ttfe and my children's lives may be,

I go and lie down where the wood drake rests in his beauty on the water

and the great heron feeds.
I come into the peace of wild things who do not tax their lives withforethought of grief'

I come into the presence of still water
And I feei above me the day-btind stars waiting with their light'

For a time I rest in the grace of the world, and amfree'

Wendell Berry
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Editor's Notes

i) ongoing appreciation to Tammy o'Neil for her desktop publishing.
ii) The cover photo was taken by my dear friend and neighbour, Brian usher. This wee frog, a spring peeper, was :snuggled into a crevice of the railing on my deck. It *uJu golden tan colour that matched perfectly the colour ofthe railing.

iii) some readers will notice that the cover poem is a repeat. I have had a copy of the poem on the door of my officefor several years now. I find myself, this fill, reading it often.
iv) Thanks to Bill Brink and Brian Usher who contributed a number of photos to this issue.

Peace be with you and Season's greetings,

Brian McAndrews
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President's Message

T've emphasized in recent newsletters the cha[enges we face to preserve our lakes in light of the development

Ipr"rrur"s and other issues of the new century. In my opinion your association has the strongest group of

directors since its inception to address these cha[enges. Thereror", r *ootd like to highlight this uniquely outstanding

group of individuals'

The thirteen directors represent most major regions of our rakes-from Norris Bay, near the dam' to Big

Bobs, near Buck Bay, from crow Lake to Green Bay and the central Narrows in between' They have varied

professionar backgrounds: academia, senior government service and private industry' Two are presidents of their

respective .o*puoi"r. Five directors *" y"Ir-round residents on Bobs Lake, and another four live in Kingston'

Thus your directors bring a wide aivel8 of expertise and are abre to keep abreast of issues as they arise throughout

the year. Several direJtors have lifetime ties to the lake while others are newcomers to the area' But all are

committed to preserving the unique u,f""* that atfracted everyone to this special place'

I asked each director to summarize his or her vision for our lakes. rn their responses they expressed a

common theme. The attributes include having sociar responsibilityll:TTag future development so that the

natural aspects are preserved, improving watJr quality, providing an environment that encourages wildlife and

maintaining the social aspects, peace anl tanquility, thut we've all enjoyed'

The following are some of their specific thoughts. John Mccalla envisages, "a controlled residential and

recreational development consistent with the preservation and enhancement oiour unique environment"' Steve

Archibald said his vision is, o,for the watershld to develo; i; " sustainable way that does not compromise the

natural and sociar environment of our rakes.,, Anna chadwick expressed, "Havingtraveled and camped throughout

North America, r believe that ontario in general, una *ri* area specifically, iJunique and precious' Although

change is inevitable, it is up to each of us to endeavour to p."r"ru" ttt" unique characier and qualities of Bobs and

crow Lakes and to encourage others to share in this 
"ffort'. 

And Diane Stevens has a similar hope' "that we all

think more carefury about how our actions may affect the rake and our neighbours' enjoyment of the lake"'

Finally, r believe Murray Maynard 
"ioq,r"ntrv 

expressed err"ryorr.', thoughts *i"n he responded' "our lakes and

rands are a wonderful gift, ours for onry a time and then^passei on to otheis. They are a sacred trust'for each of us

to preserve for our chitdren and grandchildren. Each of us must contribute in a meaningful way to keep our lakes

clean, safe and vibrant"'

with this vision, your directors have adopted major new initiatives to meet the daunting challenges' Anna

chadwick and Steve Archibald are addressing the developmental challenges with the prospect of drafting a lake

plan to guide future growth on our rakes. nicn rmtip, i. *ortiog with South Frontenac Township to institute a

septic system reinspection program in the coming years. And Susin o'Brien-M actaggatt, although not a director

this year, has agreed to research opportunities to preserve undeveloped lands through land trusts or conservancles

and sim'ar means that courd benefit randowners and the overall community alike' Finally' Larry Henderson'

owner of the Green Bay Heritage cabins, is working ," r"""grrten our relationship with the commercial camps on

our lakes. He also will be managing our fisheries improvenient program. Joe slater spent more than two months

this year o' tt " 
oMyA water+akin'g permit hearinel urrJ ,rr" fuy-Rin"t watershed Study' other directors are

r pursuing ongoing programs in water q:uality, water ren"t -u*rug"*"nt, and cottage and boating safety' The directors
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and their areas of responsibility are listed elsewhere in the newsletter. They are a uniquely outstanding group ofdedicated individuals' But they will need your help ir*" 
"."'t" 

achieve our loals. Therefore, I urge you to contactthem and offer your assistance. Together we will achieve our common vision.
May you have a wonderful holiday season and a safe return to our special place in the world.

Charlie Stewart

By: Charlie Stewart

w;::i,il'Jf,3:lTffTJ#
29th. In addition to our regulai
business we heard updates fro-
each of our townships and the
Bedford District Fire Department.
There were many exhibits as well.
The highlight was a visit by Leona
Dombrowsky, our Mpp. She
thanked everyone for the support to
her water resources bill. Aifrough
it was defeated in this session, sile
vowed to continue the campaign for
legislative approval.

In August, your association
donated $1,000 toward two
critically needed defibrillators forthe Bedford District Fire
Department.

In September your directors
hosted Joyce Barr and Donna
Brown, former Bedford District
Councilors, at a dinner to recognize
their long-standing contibutions toour community and lake
environment. Mayor Leonard

This-nrThat
resumed on October 9,h and
concluded on the 31,r. They were
followed by written summations in
November. We are now awaiting
the Tribunal,s decision that shouli
come early next year.

The MNR commissioned a
bathometric (water depth) survey of
Bobs Lake this past summer. This
should provide important
information for fisheries
improvement activities. In
addition, it should provide
information for new lake rnaps with
more accurate depths and lake
profile.

South Frontenac Township is
pushing for increased lot sizes, at
least on waterfront locations. The

minimum lots would be I hectare
(2.47 acres) with 300 feet of
frontage on the water.

Robbie Hughes will hold
Boating Certification courses on
the second Saturday of each month
next summer. Everyone who
operates a small boat will need to
be certified by the end of next year.

We continue to ,rpo.i on
time-sensitive issues via email and
on our web site at http://qa.geocities.com/
bobs and=crow lakes/. Iftou are
not currently receiving the email
updates but would like to be on
distribution, send a request toCharlie Stewart at
cstewart@rideau.net.

attended and
appreciation.

added his

The OMYA appeal hearings

Photo by: Briqn Usher
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Fisheries, the MNR in Action
By: Mel Fleming

A s the former Director for Fisheries with the Greater Bobs & Crow Lakes Association, I've witnessed many

A iu"gul fishing activities, reported them to the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR), and often had little or no

,"rporr", with no Conservation Officer (Co) responding. This is somewhat understandable and even normal

when considering the significant cutbacks the ministry has taken in both manpower and money. But the MNR can

and does take appropriate action with their limited resources.

There is a major deterrent to illegal activities that results when illegal anglers are brought to justice and the

consequences advertised. As reported in the August 12 edition of the ottawa Citizen under Kelly Egan's byline,

the MNR with a combined squad of ontario Provincial Police (OPP) officers carried out 1900 spot checks of

vehicles at the bridge to the USA on Hill Island and on Highway 7

Photo by: Bill Brink

Thirty-two charges were laid, 50 warnings issued and fines of $55 to $255 were imposed for offences including,

fishing without a license, over limit fishing, out-of-season fishing, and illegal transportation of fish. Fish must be

identifiable from the skin or scales, and must be countable by not being cut up into smaller pieces. About 500

kilograms of fish were confiscated and given to non-profit organizations.

Of course, Co's can confiscate cars, boats, and fishing equipment used in these illegal activities and does

these without a warrant. In fact fines can be $5,000 or more. The purpose of these activities is to maintain a good

fishery now and in the future. When the poaching and other illegal activities cease, the fishery will improve for

all..
Bravo to the MNR and to the OPP. Keep up the good work.
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Fisheries Activities 2001
By: MeI Fleming

I s most of you are probably
.{ Iaware, I have resigned from
the position of Director, Fisheries
of the Association. Larry
Henderson has agreed to replace
me in this activity. Lar,ry is the
owner of the Heritage Cabins on
Green Bay and he is familiar with
fisheries. To this end, I have toured
the lakes with Larry to identify the
work I've carried out over the past
few years and to give him an
orientation of the lakes.

With my resignation, I
promised to complete the projects
I planned for this year, and indeed
to continue with the fisheries
activities with Larry. Already
underway, we've assisted the
Ministry of Natural Resources
(MNR) with some planning and
with a lake trout spawning
assessment. The assessment
involves going out in a boat at night
to look over the shoals for lake trout
with powerful lamps. At this time
of the year, it is often cold and
damp.

The channel rehabilitation
between the two lakes will be
completed in the spring, 2002,
before walleye spawn. Bernie
Gelineau and Brian McAndrews
will assist me in this. The project
involves the transportation of rocks
across the channel to place them in

appropriate locations on the other
side of the channel on the Crow
Lake end.

You may recall that a former
resident on Victoria Lake illegally
cleared the creek between that lake
and the falls above the walleye
spawning area in Scott's Creek.
The area is zoned Ep
environmentally protected. This
resulted in mud and other debris
getting to the walleye spawning
area at the foot of the falls at the
beginning of Scott's Creek. It also

discoloured the water along the
creek to Crow Lake. There is now
significant weed growth in about
half of the spawning area. To
remove the contamination, we must
remove the rocks, the debris, place
filter cloth on the bottom, wash out
the mud from the rocks, and replace
the rocks over the filter cloth. In
order to do this, we are preparing a
Communiry Fishery/Wildlife
Involvement Program (CFWIP)
application to solicit funds from the
MNR to carry out the work.

continued on next page

I would like to thank the association for the opportunity to become
involved in the Fisheries Improvement program

This spring I plan to visit the commercial camp owners to see
how the association may be of service to them, and to ask for their help
in monitoring the fishing.

Mel Fleming has done a great job; with his help and contacts we
hope to make fishing better on our lakes.

I would like to ask the members on Green Bay to let me know of
any lake trout being taken also their size and weight.

I have been working with Mel and the MNR this fall to find and
count lake trout on spawning beds in Green Bay.

I would appreciate any information from members in regards to
fishing in the area.

Larry Henderson
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Ordinarily, if the project is
approved, MNR will cover some of
the costs but the Association must
cover the difference. So, when You
fill out your membershiP
application, kindly donate to the

fisheries activity. It is truly
appreciated and the funds are Put
to good use.

Anyone catching a lake trout
in either Crow Lake or Green Bay
of Bobs Lake, or anywhere else in
our lakes, is requested to look for
fin clippings on the trout and report
that information to Larry, Ross

Cholmondeley, the Fisheries
Biologist of the MNR, or myself.
Larry can be reached at273-2370
onBobs Lake. Ross canbereached

at53I-5719 in Kingston. I can be

reached by caltng 27 9-287 1 at mY

cottage or 267 -2516 at my home in
Perth. . Even if no cliPPings are

noticed, report your catch.

I have truly enjoyed the
Fisheries activities. The main
reason is the cooPeration and

support I received from everyone

both lake residents and MNR staff.

So thank you all volunteers - and

special thanks to fishery biologists
Ross CholmondeleY and Mark
Ferguson, and Rick ToPPing all
with the MNR.

New Experimental Marine BUoYS

By: Don Jennings

NEW EXPERIMENTAL MARII\E BUOYS FOR SHOALS ON BOBS AND CROW LAKES

f\ ver the past decade or so the GB&CLA has provided a system of yellow banel buoys over the shoals of main

Lrl Uouting channels in Bobs and Crow Lakes. Currently, there are 50 to 60 on the lakes maintained by a dedicated

group of volunteers. The numbers of buoys vary as water levels rise and decline. With few exceptions, the presence

of tfrir" buoys has received enthusiastic acceptance by residents of the lakes and the OPP. Unfortunately, we have

been finding that, not only do we lose a certain proportion of buoys due to severance of rope, but the plastic of the

barrel containers becomes brittle and cracks and the barrels are not reparable.

Obtaining similar replacement yellow barrels has become problematical and a more durable buoy would be

preferable. Bil Brink came up with the interesting idea of making buoys out of 4 inch diameterABS pipe (PVC

pipe atso being tested) that has been capped at both ends and weighted so that they float upright. By next spring we

*itt U" testing 5 or more of these buoys which will stand vertically about L2feetabove the water. The trial buoys

will be painted yellow and have a reflective orange band around their top end. So be prepared for a different

warning marker for some shoals next summer!
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The Thy River Watershed PIan Statusa

Fall 2001
By: Joe Slater

Th" Rideau Valley Conservation
I Authority (RVCA) and the

Watershed Plan Executive
Committee continued work to
finalize the watershed planning
exercise for the Tay River
watershed. All six of the watershed
municipalities were visited and the
plan recommendations were
reviewed with them. The writing
of the draft final plan is nearly
complete and should be released for
review by mid-December. There
will be one more meeting, likely in
late January, to obtain last minute
comments from the pubiic before
the plan is published. This plan lays
out a strategy and program of
activities for ensuring the ongoing
care of the watershed and its related
water resources.

Already actions are
underway to ensure the plan's
implementation. A group called the
"Friends of the Tay Watershed" has
been formed. It is a non-profit,
charitable association of residents,
associations, government depart-
ments and agencies and other
organizations interested in the
welfare of the Tay watershed. The
"Friends" was founded to assist in
carrying forward the work of the

Tay River Watershed Round Table
- a grouf formed to develop a
management plan for the
watershed. Your Lake Association
is a member of the "Friends".

If you have any comments on
the plan or wish to discuss details
of this study please contact Joe
Slater either by e-mail
Gbterekiueslaurst) or by phone

(613-279-1167) oryou may conract
the RVCA, Lynn Preston at
l-800-267-3504/ext. 109 or at
lpreston @ rideauvallelz.on.ca or the
Chair, Dave Taylor at264-0094 or
at deft.consult@ superaje.com.
Further information on the Tay
River Watershed Plan is available
through their website at
www.twnbbs.com.

Photo by: Brian Usher
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Bobs and Crow Lakes Water Levels
Summer and Fall 2001.

, By: Joe Slater

M ost members of the
Association are aware the

was reached. However with the

rains of October and earlY
November we are entering the
winter period with the water level
at elevation 161.58 m., 2O cm.
above the rule curve. This level will
prove beneficial for the lake trout
spawning. Your Association will
continue tracking the water levels.

The Parks Canada Rideau
Canal Office officials continue to
be interested in working closelY

with our Association. For the
second year many of our members

during the summer received the

RCO weekly water level bulletin
which they distributed via e-mail to

interested lake associations'

Unfortunately the bulletins were

quite erratic this year with onlY 4

or 5 being received. However,
anyone interested in receiving this

bulletin on e-mail next year should

notify me. I will again be an

observer at the inter-agency water

management meetings next
February and March where the

spring freshet drawdown decisions

are determined.
Also anyonehaving views on

water levels which they wish to
pass onto the Association are

invited to contact Joe Slater either

by phone (613-279-1167) orbY e-

mail (stater @ kingston.net).

Bobs Lake water levels are
regulated by the control sfucture
at Bolingbroke to follow the
operations rule curve for the
management of the Rideau Canal.

This past summer was another
drought year for the watershed; in
fact, it was for most of southern and

eastern Ontario. The normal mean

annual precipitation for the
watershed is 851.6 mm. There was

very little rain from mid-June until
October, only some 70 mm., and the

lowest recorded summertime
amount since the early 1950s.
While most of the Tay River
tributaries dried up, the main stem

of the river had ample flow in it
because of the regulated releases

from Bobs Lake.
By May, due to the regulation

efforts of the Rideau Canal Office
the lakes returned to their
maximum sufllmer reservoir level.
The lack of rain meant that the rule
curve targets could not be
maintained. In late July the levels
were 30 cm. below the curve. The
Rideau Canal Office staffcarefully
managed the outflow so that bY

mid-August the lake was only 10

cm. below the curve, and by mid-
September the winter holding level
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By: Keith Ellison

Among the many speakers at
this year's Annual Meeting

was SenatorMira Spivak speaking
about her Bill 5-26, The Personal
Watercraft Act. In early May,
Senator Spivak introduced the bill
requiring Ottawa to restrict or
prohibit PWCs when municipalities
and cottage grcups show they cause
undue problems of safety, pollution,
threats to wildlife and disrupt the
peaceful enjoyment of the water.

In L994, the Canadian Coast
Guard proposed restrictions similar
to those suggested in her bill. It
agreed to limits onhours of use and
speeds under federal boating
restriction regulations, but stopped
short of permitting PWC bans. The
10 km/hr restrictions within 30
metres of shore lines and namow
passages, such as the passage
between Bob's Lake and Green
Bay, apply to all power boats
regardless of power as a federal
restriction.

Despite the many signatures
on petitions and letters sent to
Senator Spivak, the Marine
manufacturers opposed the
measures and successfully halted
restrictions in Quebec and offshore
Pacific Rim National Park on
Vancouver Island.

New York State Governor
George Pataki has signed into law

FOCANews

a bill that allows cities, towns and
villages to regulate 

-andprohibit- personal watercraft up to
1500 feet (approx. 500 metres)
from their shorelines. Other states
have established buffer zones and
bans on small lakes.

During the question period,
Senator Spivak emphasized that the
bill does not ban PWCs but would
allow municipalities and cottage
associations to examine case by
case and determine whether
restrictions or bans would be
required. The high levels of
pollution caused by not only noise
but also the fuel of the two stroke
engines were aired. One cottager
stated how their bay no longer has
loons on the water due to a high
volume of PWCs.

The Senate transport
committee, chaired by Senator Lise
Bacon, will reconvene again in the
New Year. The Senator asked
people to register their opinion
before the committee takes the first
crucial vote. If you wish to express
your opinions, I would urge you to
make your opinions known in the
next month or two.

Letters should be sent to:
Senator Mira Spivak
The Senate of Canada
Ottawa, ON K1A 0A4
Fax: (613) 992-2912
spivam@ sen.parl.gc.ca

Senator Lise Bacon
The Senate of Canada
Ottawa, ON K1A 0A4
Fax.: (613) 992-3780
baconl @ sen.parl.gc.ca

Fisheries Minister Herb Dhaliwal
Room t21EastBlock,
House of Commons
Ottawa, ON KlA 0,4.6

Fax: (613) 995-2962
Min@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

Environment Minister
DavidAnderson
Room 133, East Block,
House of Commons
Ottawa, ON K1A 04.6
Fax: (613) 952-14 8

Anderson.D @parl.gc.ca

I would urge you to also send
a letter to your own MP. If you do
not know your local MP's mailing
address, it can be found on the
Government's website at
canada.gc.ca, then click on
Government Contacts. The Senator
asked that she be copied on all
messages sent. Remember that mail
sent to Federal Members of
Parliament mailed within Canada
go postage free.
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Septi
By: Rich Phillips

c Re-inspection Update

(1 eptic re-inspection progress
\) .""*, to be demonstrating the
same volatility as the North
American stock market. One day
things seem to be on track,
proceeding in an orderly and
determined fashion. The next day
it seems the urgency of getting a
programme started is missed and
the powers that be think it better to
stand back and wait for another
level of government to take the
initiative. In the meantime our lakes

continue to deteriorate.
On August 8, a meeting to

look at the topic of septic re-
inspection was called by councillor
DavidHahn. Representatives of all
South Frontenac Lake Associations
and councillor Del Stowe were
invited and after a general
discussion plans were made to hold
a workshop with representation
from the Township, the Ministy of
Health, Lake Associations, and
septic pumpers. The workshop was

ultimately rescheduled for October
9.

In the meantime, a Lake
Stewardship workshop con-
centrating on septic re-inspection
was held in Perth on September29.
Township staff, Councillors and
Lake Association representatives in
this area demonstrated a keen
awareness of the problem and a
desire to get started on initiating a

solution.
At this meeting, Sandy Bos,

spoke on the reinspection
prograrnme in Muskoka and Lake
of Bays. He is responsible for the
programmes in both areas. They are

now in their third year of operation.
He reported on the scope of the re-

inspections, the progress, and the
monitoring of compliance.

Brian Passmore, from the
Rideau Valley Conservation
Authority then spoke on alternative
septic system technology. This is a

critical piece to the puzzle since

older lakefront properties may not
have space for conventional septic
systems, but may be adequately
served by a newer alternative
system requiring less space.

The South Frontenac meeting
held on October 9 was less positive.

Dave Cook, from the Ministry of
Health, gave an excellent summary
of the operation of septic systems

and problems that can occur in
older as well as newer systems.
David Bass presented a detailed
proposal for a septic re-inspection
prograrnme in South Frontenac. It
was, in my opinion, an excellent
starting point. Unfortunately, no
strong momentum to get started
immediately emerged from the
meeting. Several councillors were
reluctant to initiate any Township
involvement and others thought the
problem should be studied further.

Unfortunately, even some
people at this meeting were not
aware of the fact that it is necessary

to pump out septic tanks on a
scheduled basis determined by the

number of inhabitants and time
spent at the residence.

There is no question that data

collection is an important first step

in starting a re-inspection
programme. It is hoped that this
task will be started as soon as

possible in order to pave the way
for the next step on the path to
improved waterquality in our lakes.

I congratulate David Hahn on

his efforts to date. Education must
precede implementation and David
is doing his best to assist other
councillors in understanding the
dependence of water quality on
properly working septic systems.

Sftqr{--l{..!4
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SaintAndrew the Fisherman -
Bobs Lake

By: David Brison

People gathered from around the lake on Sunday, by boat car or on foot, to attend a service at the SaintAndrew
the Fisherman Church on Bobs Lake. During the summers, services are held every Sunday, with the Rev.

Bruce Geddes of Sharbot Lake officiating. This Sunday was a special occasion - a sanctuary window, given by Mr.
and Mrs. George Parry of Akron, Ohio in honour of her father and mother, Dr. and Mrs. Earl W. Burgner, was
dedicated.

The new window has been placed in the wall behind the altar, just under the ceiling. The window lights the
dark wood paneling, and also provides ventilation - a welcome relief for those who have sweltered in the heat in
the past. The SaintAndrew the Fisherman design, displayed in the church and on the programs, will be etched in
the glass.

The occasion was an opportunity to renew the rich
heritage of community life on the lake - a heritage that min-
gles contributions of "tourists" and full time residents - many
of them retired cottagers who have been coming to the lake
for most of their lives. Mrs. Parry's parents the Burgners
bought a cottage on Bobs Lake 53 years ago and lived on a
point that came to be known as Doc's Point.

At the dedication, Reverend Bruce Geddes conducted
a service of light and my brother, the Venerable William
Brison, from Bury England gave the first reading. Billy has
conducted services at the church and assisted a number of
pastors over the years. He, his wife Peggy and I, own Pine
Island, just across a niurow bay from the church. Together
we have been coming to the lake since 1955.

Two immediate neighbours, Sally Wolfe, and her husband, Kevin Langan, both opera singers with interna-
tional reputations, sang during the service. Sally sang Amazing Grace, Kevin sang Ava Maria, and together they
sang PanisAngelicus. They have sung opera across NorthAmerica and Europe for23years, and appeared with all
the major opera companies. Sally's father and mother from Ohio bought the cottage next to the church in 1950.

One of the early visitors to the lake, author Miss Laura Lee Davidson, was instrumental in founding Saint
Andrew the Fisherman. Miss Davidson was a friend of another doctor, Edward Renouf, who camped around Bobs
Lake in the late 1880's and eventualty built a cottage on Ashnelot Island. He interested some friends from Balti-
more, among them Miss Davidson, in coming to the lake.

Laura Lee Davidson stayed in her own cottage on the lake one winter around 1914. She wrote a novel based
on that winter's experience - A Winter of Content - which contained thinly disguised descriptions of the local
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people. Many of them didn't like what she said about them. However, she stayed on at the lake for many years

after that and came to be on good terms with the full-time residents. In 1929, she started working with the

residents around the lake on the building of the church, and wrote a small book, We Build, describing the building

process, again substituting fictional names for the people involved. The story is a heart-warming tale of a commu-

nity effort to build their own church in tough times when nobody had any money.

The land for the church was donated by William Badour, Murton Badour's father. It was finished in 1931

and consecrated by the Bishop of Ontario in that year.

The community is still helping out. In addition to the generous donation by the Parrys, Reverend Geddes

said that the roof had been repaired, the siding repainted, and the brush cleared from around the church by the

neighbours.
Much of the history for this article was drawn from the book "The Dammed Lakes", by Lloyd Jones.

Thankyou to Kathryn Hahn Burgess (a summer resident since 1928)for sending in this article and David Bison at
The Frontenac News for allowing us to publish it. The article and additional pictures can be found on The

F ront enac N ew s Web s it e at www. inkin g s t o n. c o mflo Inw.

Progress Update on Cottage Watch

By: Don Jennings

/Aver the summers of 2000 and 2001, we have begun to establish the

\Jnrr, formalized Cottage Watch Organizations under FOCA around

our lakes. Five such Cottage Watches are now in place with FOCAwarning
signs. Sunset Shores Watch between Bobs Lake and Green Bay was

organized by Keith Ellison and Ken Wright, North Anderson Road Watch

on west Crow Lake was organized by Sandy Slater with the help of Bernie
Gelineau, Cedar Haven Lane Watch,Bobs Lake was organized by Kay
Burgess, Hartman Island Watch in Mud Bay, Bobs Lake was organized by
Lloyd Lavalley, and the Patterson PointWatch on Crow Lake was organized

by Don Jennings.

Some other regions of the lakes are also currently considering establishing a Cottage Watch for their road or

point. Information and advice on how to proceed in organizing a cottage or community watch can be obtained

fromDonJennings(email:jennings@post.queensu.ca;homephone:613-389-1736;cottagephone:613-279-2863).
I would be pleased to meet with any group to help out with planning. There are also plans to have another annual

general meeting on Crime Prevention and Cottage Watch in June/July 2002 at the School House in Crow Lake

Vrllage with an outside speaker and the OPP in affendance. So, look to the Spring Newsletter for detailed information

on next year's meeting.
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TREES! I2OO2 ITREES!
By: Anna Chadwick

he South Frontenac Natural Environment Action Committee is NOW taking orders for tree saplings to be
delivered May 4th,2002. The following trees, 3-4years old, can be ordered NOW subject to nursery availability:

Conifers $0.40 each Hardwoods / Bushes $0.75 each

CEDAR (White) ASH
PINE (Red, Scotch, White) BIRCH
SPRUCE (Norway, White) MAPLE (Hard, Silver)

CRANBERRY
NANNYBERRY

Please contact either: Anna chadwick 273-6428 or Donna Brown 375-6627

ORDER BY JAI\UARY 25TH AT THE LATEST!!
PICK UP ON MAY ATW2OO}AT BEDFORD TOWNHALL (DETAILS TO FOLLOW)

Snowshoes in the Spring
By: Don Jennings

T

f his was a summer for many
I rabbits around Crow Lake,

snowshoe rabbits to be more pre-
cise. They were on the lawn and
the lanes, jumping across the lanes,
and attracting resident wolves. On
one occasion there were the hind
legs and ears (appropriate space in-
between) of a snowshoe in the
center of the cottage road where
they had been daintily left after a

tasty meal. But the most interest-
ing episode for the Biczok and
Jennings families was when our
grandchildren Dana 5 and Alex 9
found a nest of five small snowshoe
rabbit pups all huddled together.
The nest of rabbits was off to the
side of the high-traffic main path,

which runs between our cottage and
the other buildings, and children's
play sandpile. It was a site where
we had frequently observed a rab-
bit particularly in the early morn-
ing or at dusk. The nest was also
close to the outdoor resting-place
where our chocolate lab Gem
spends most of her daytime hours.
Before the young rabbits were ob-
served by us, Gem must have
snuffed around close to the pups on
many occasions, which seems to
verify the hearsay that young rab-
bits are protected by having "no"
scent.

The problem was to protect
the privacy of the rabbit pups and
hopefully getmotherto move them
away. Apparently, mother snow-

shoes on occasion simply move
over a nest to feed their young and
then move away. Our first effort
was to place a bushel basket with
one edge propped up to shield the
babies from disturbance. After sev-
eral days with the babies still in fine
health we moved the nest and bas-
ket to the far edge of our cottage
property; ultimately we moved
them over a hill and into a brushy
area where eventually they disap-
peared. I guess the mother must
have adapted to all of these inter-
ventions and continued to nourish
her young. The encounter was an
interesting educational experience
for both children and adults. The
dog never none the wiser!
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OMYA/NIOE, Tribunal Appeal Hearing

By: Joe Slater

OMYA/IVIOE Water Taking Permit Environmental Review T[ibunal Appeal Hearing

-l-h" Greater Bobs and Crow Lakes Association (GB&CLA) was a participant in this Environmental Review

I Tribunal hearing. This meant we could make opening and closing statements to the Hearing but could not call
or cross-examine witnesses. We did not appeal this water taking permit because it is our Association's view the

quantity of water authorized in this applicant's permit (OMYA 00-P-4096) would not have a major impact on the

water levels or outflow from Bobs and Crow Lakes. However yourAssociation Executive felt it was important to
bring the concerns of our members to the attention of the Tribunal.

It is our view the decision for granting the appeal (based primarily on the lack of adequate water information

on the Tay River causing uncertainty about impacts on the aquatic habitat) has been fully justified. The evaluation

of the information issue has been largely addressed by the evidence presented during the Tribunal Hearing and by
the various subsequent studies conducted since the permit was issued on 24 August 2000. We still see the need for
some further studies to be conducted.

The formal hearings started on Monday, June 25 and were halted on July 11 when the Tribunal Chair became

i11. They recommenced on October 9 and finished on October 31 with final oral of the appellants, parties and

participants. Final written statements are due November 15th. Joe Slater, our director for water levels, attended

almost all the sessions and Charlie Stewart, Association president, attended whenever possible.

This has been an extremely long process, but one that was extremely important for us to be involved in. In
our closing statement we focused upon four concerns and we made 12 recommendations for the Tribunal to act

upon.
Our primary concern over this water taking permit was the lack of comprehensive planning and analysis to

determine the availability of water to meet all demands from the Tay basin. For this concern the Tribunal was

requested to consider the following four actions:
1) require the MOE in this and future water taking permit applications from the Tay River to conduct a

comprehensive assessment of the overall anticipated demands for water from the Tay River and to establish with
Parks Canada Rideau Canal Office (RCO) and any other responsible agencies (e.g., MNR and RVCA) the necessary

policies and agreements establishing the actions to manage sfreamflows to assess current and future water supplies

so as to preclude significant harm to the environment prior to authorizing withdrawals.

2) encourage the MOE to actively promote and support the creation of a regional water managemenVadvisory

committee or board for the Tay River watershed which would provide a forum for discussion and communications

on issues related to the watershed and its resources involving representation for interested government organizations

having water management responsibilities (Ontario Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Natural Resources,

Rideau Valley ConservationAuthority, the Rideau Canal Office of Parks Canada, municipalities in the watershed

and for the community through The Friends of the Tay Watershed);
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3) comment on the new government policy entitled 'Ontario Low Water Response'to inform the involved
provincial ministries of the need to address interjurisdictional basins such as the Rideau River where the federal
government has the lead or prior water rights and operational water management responsibilities so that there is no
conflict in managing the streamflows during drought conditions; and

4) tecognize that two significant questions still remain unanswered. They are firstly, the MOE does not
know the minimum discharge required to maintain the natural functions of the river and secondly, the RCO does
not know how much of the Tay River water is surplus to its needs.

Our second concern related to the Permit to Take Water program operated by the MOE. The manner in
which aspects of it are administered have been found wanting. These range from the way information on permits
are made known to the public, the consultation with the public, particularly when draftpermits have been prepared,
the rationale provided to explain and substantiate permit conditions to the manner in which other government
agencies learn about and contribute to the permit application review. For this concern the Tribunal is requested to
consider the following five actions:

1) require the MOE prior to issuing a final permit, whenever the EBR notices of the PTTW applications
generate significant concerns to the public, to hold public consultation workshops and meetings involving the
applicant, its consultants along with the government agencies who have been involved in reviewing the application;

2) compel the MOE to prepare and use a standardized manual of guidehnes and procedures for reviewing
and assessing all PTTW applications;

3) require the above noted manual to include a procedure making it compulsory to send notices of all PTTW
applications to municipalities and all other government agencies having water management responsibilities in the
watershed;

4) require the Director to notify the existing 16 holders of PTTW in the Tay River watershed their permits are
being altered to include the new general condition covering droughts (as per condition 1 1 of OMYA permit no. 00-
P-4096). It is also recommended that all permits include a termination date (presently four permits have no expiry
dates); and

5) require MOE to undertake a re-examination of the existing laws and regulations regarding takings and
transfers of water so that competing demands for water are properly considered to ensure demands do not exceed
available supply.

Our third concern related to a revised permit being issued as a result of the Hearing. Should a staged permit
incorporating further studies be issued, this would afford the opportunity to address objectively the concerns of our
members and other stakeholders in the local area. The revised conditions, as drafted during the Hearing, satisfy
many of our earlier concerns over the monitoring and regulation of the water taking. It is important the streamflow
data at the site of the taking is forwarded to ttre Canada - Ontario Hydrometric Agreement Coordinating Committee
for inclusion in the annual Water Survey of Canada HYDAT archives for publication. Hopefully the water
management body suggested above will strive to have additional hydrometric data (water level and flow data) in
the Upper Rideau and Tay River basins (Bobs Lake at Bolingbroke; Tay River below Bobs Lake; Christie Lake
upstream of Dewitt Corners; Wolfe Lake near Westport and Big Rideau Lake at Rideau Fe.ry) made publicty
available through HYDAT to benefit all water management agencies, other water users and the general population.
For this concern the Tribunal is requested to consider the following two actions:

1) have MOE arrange to have the discharge records from the permit holder's hydrometric station incorporated
into the Canada - Ontario Hydrometric Network and the data included in the HYDAT archives; and

2)have MOE encourage and support all holders of hydrometric records in the local area to contribute their
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data for inclusion in the HYDAT archives.
Our final concern related to water pricing. Although beyond the scope of this Hearing, another pressing

concern, which our society must soon, address relates to the proper valuing of water as a natural resource.

Several times during the Tribunal Hearing it was stated "raw" water should no longer be treated as a free good.

The only 'free' water should be restricted to essential human life and health requirements and that water necessary

for basic ecological functions. A11 other needs and uses should be paid ones. For example, the hydro companies

in this province are charged a water rental fee to have the river and reservoir water pass through their turbines to
generate electricity. Other users should also have to pay something to help in the conservation of this vital
resource. Again, it is understood this water pricing concern is beyond the jurisdiction of this Tribunal. However,

MOE in response to queries from the public (some of the 283 pieces of correspondence received to the initial
EBR notice of this PTTW) indicated this item had been sent to their policy group for comment but nothing has

been heard from them. OurAssociation wishes to encourage the Tribunal to:

1) comment on this important subject and strive to have this issue addressed by the appropriate provincial

policy groups and, if necessary, with the federal government.

Through participation in this Hearing ourAssociation was able to bring to the Tribunal's attention concerns

which our members have. These have been primarily with the MOE policies, procedures and actions that for lay

people are not precise enough or fransparent enough and the information relating to permit applications and how

decisions for them are determined are also not readily accessible. It is our hope this Tribunal will be able to assist

is rectifying a number of these and other concerns, which are before it. It is expected the Tribunal chairperson will
make her decision before the end of January 2002.

Membership Notes
By: Diane Stevens

f T 7 elcome to all our new
W -"*Uers, and thank you to

all who sent in comments,
compliments and criticisms (there

weren't many) when renewing your
memberships. It certainly helps if
we know what are your priorities.
Unsurprisingly the OMYA appeaU

water levels were top of the list this
year (69), closely followed by water
quality (62), fishing @5), wildlife
and the environment (32). Many
of you were concerned aboutwater
safety and jet skis in particular -

especially the noise createdby them
(there is a bill being presented in
the Senate by Senator Spivak which
would give municipalities the
power to regulate PWC's. If this is

something you would like to see,

then send her an e-mail at
spivam@ sen.parl.gc.ca).

Other items of concern
mentioned several times were
development, erosion of the
shoreline, cottage security and

septic re-inspection, while some of
you just want to come to the lake

for peace and quiet. I had sightings

reported of the Bald Eagle nest in
Big Bobs, also Osprey nests, wild
Turkeys, Loons with chicks,
Mergansers, Mink, Fishers, Black
Rat snakes, NorthernWater snakes

as well as "Anna Chadwick in her

kayak - everywhere"!
A Membership Renewal./

Application form is enclosed with
the Newsletter. Please also use it
for any address changes, or send me
an e-mail at bstevens@rideau.net.
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Lets Atl Protect Our Lakes
By: Sharon Tomeo

fl eginning in May and ending
L) in September, eleven
volunteers and I spend time each
summer testing the quality of the
water in our lakes. The testing
consists of weekly to monthly
secchi (clarity) readings and a one
time "dip-in" phosphorous
samples, which are sent into the
Ministry of the Environment, Lake
Partner Program. These tests are
conducted at eleven (11) different
sites in both our lakes. In addition,
our Association is participating in
a phosphorous testing program
through FOCA (Federation of
Ontario Cottagers' Associations,
Inc.) at three sites - Green Bay and
East Basin in Bobs Lake and in
Crow Lake. We are awaiting the
results from last summer's efforts,
which I will report to you in the
Spring Newsletter. These efforts
are all geared to tracking the health
of our lakes; to detecting

deterioration or improvement of the
quality of the water, which is vital
to our continued enjoyment of the
Lakes. What can you do to ensure
our Lakes remain healthy? Listed
below are some helpful suggestions
from the Ministry of the
Environment:

l.Ensure your septic system is
working properly:
*pump out your septic tank every
3-5 years
xinspect your tile bed for pooling,
damp areas, or odors
xavoid planting trees or shrubs in
the leach field area
xavoid driving vehicles, including
snowmobiles and ATVs over the
tile field

2.Do not discharge grey water from
the kitchen, bath or laundry directly
into the lake. Grey water is sewage
and needs to be treated in your
septic.

3.Avoid nutrient overload which
contributes to excessive plant and
algae growth. One of the most
important nutrients in determining
plant growth is phosphorous.
*Use phosphorous-free detergents
*Do not bath or use shampoo in the
lake
*Do not use fertilizers
*Maintain a natural, forested
shoreline, which reduces erosion
and nutrient leaching into the lake

4.Prevent toxic materials from
contaminating the lake (and
possibly your well)
xDo not pour household hazardous
materials like paint thinners down
the drain. Septic systems do not
treat toxic chemicals. What you
pour in them can poison the lake
and damage the system.
*Avoid the use of pesticides on
pests and weeds.

Lets all work to keep our
lakes healthy!

Photo by: Bill Brink
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Bobs Lake or Bob's Lake?
By: Charlie Stewart

\I /" have a cottage on Bobs Lake. I've been at this wonderful place for four decades. But some people,

YY including local newspaper columnists, insist that we're located on Bob's Lake. I've wondered why they

persist in calling it Bob's Lake, like it belongs to someone named Bob. There is a nearby town called Smiths Falls.

I don't recall anyone insisting that it is called Smith's Falls.

Lloyd Jones, in his book, The Dammed Lakes, discusses the origin of the name for our lake. He says, "The

1860 Walling map spells the lake-'Bob's,' as if it was named after a person, which was likely the common usage.

Folklore has it that the lake was named after areclusive trapper, possibly Native. ...Both the provincial and federal

offices responsible for place names have no knowledge of the origins of the name, but there is now an official
spelling-Bobs Lake (no apostrophe)."

Bob Levey, a columnistforthe Washington Post,reports on issues of great significance(?) aroundWashington,

DC. Most of his material comes from local residents. In a recent column he discussed a similar dilemma experienced

by a resident of Falls Church in the Washington suburbs.

Wel|, Bobz Lake? I don't think so! We'll just hope that people will someday learn that there is no apostrophe in
the name. And so, on to other equally important issues.

I've lived in Falls Church for 37 years. It's a

nice town, and I used to think it was a nice name.

But lately, I'm wishing it were named Toonerville,
or something people can actually spell.

At least once a week, I get a letter addressed to

"Fall's Church, Va." As if there were some guy named

Fall and he built a church here.

It's the same sort of mistake I see at construction
sites: "Laborer's Wanted."

What can I do about this, short of grinding my
teeth? Thanks for any help you can provide.

Going out of My Snkull

The individual wrote,

Dear Bob,

Dear S'kull

This is not a new problem, if that's any

consolation. I first heard about it back in the late

1960s. I first heard about a countermeasure then,

too. It was pure ambrosia.

A woman who lived in her hometown was

getting apostrophe'd to pieces, too. She bought a
pad of return address stickers. But she made sure

that her hometown was given as "Fallz Church,

Va."
Even someone who flunked sixth grade

English realizes that you can't put an apostrophe

in front of a Z. It worked flawlessly. Give it a

whirl.

Bob Levey

Bob Levey responded,


